Abstract-In this paper, we show that the use of dynamic addressing can enahle ralahle routing in ad hoc networks. It ic well known that the current ad linc protocol suites do not scale to wnrk efficiently in networks of more then n few hundred nodes. Most current ad hoc routing architectures use Rat static addresing and thus. need to keep track of each node individually, Creating a massive averhead prnhleni as the network grows. Could dynamic addressing alleviate this prohlem? To bogin to answer this question. we provide an initial design of a routing layer hawd on dynamic addressing, and evaluute its performance. Each node has a unique permunent identifier and B transient routing address. which indicates its location in the network at any given time. The main challenge is dynamic address allocation in the face of node niohility. We prnpmse mechanisms to implement dynamic addresing efficiently. Our initial evaluation suggests that dynamic addressing is a proniisisg apprnach for achieving scalahle muting in mrguntnle ad hoc networks. '
~S~l R~l l~~~C T l O h '
Scalability is a critical requireincnt i n the use and deployment of ad hoc networks. ii we \ w i t this technoloey to reach its full potential. Ad hoc netwmkiiig ~ccliiiolo:y is receiving , a lot of interest but it has ye( to nature. This is similar to the early stages of the Internet. where very few could predict its explosive growth. A difference is that in the Internet. scalability wds. from the very beginning. a design constraint. Ad hoc networks research seems to have downplayed the importance of scalability. In fact. current ad hoc architectures do not scale well beyond a iew hundred nodes. How can we make ad hoc networks scale to thousands. or even millions of nodes? We find this question fundamental if we want ad hoc technology to be successful in the consumer marketplace. Already. non-military technology and applications seem to point towards fkture networks with: a) ad hoc pockets of connectivity [I] . b) consumer-owned networks [?I 131 141. and c) sensor-net technologies [51. All of these applications will place increased scalability demands on ad hoc routing Most current research in ad hoc networks focus more on performance and power-consumption related issues in relatively small networks. and less o n scalability. The current routing protocols and. architectures work well only up to a few hundred nodes. We believe the main reason behind the ' protocols. . lack of scalability is that these protocols rely on flat and static addressing. With scalahility as a partial goal. some efforts have been made in the direction of hierarchical routing and clustering [6] [7] [SI. These approaches do hold promise. hut they do not seem to be actively pursued. It appears to us as if these protocols would work well in scenarios with group mobility [9] , which is also a common assumption among cluster based routing protocols.
Is dynamic addressing a feasible way of achieving scalable ad hoc routing'? This is the question that we address in this work. Dynamic addressing simplifies routing but introduces two new problems: address allocation. and address lookup. Here. we focus on the address allocation part; earlier work describes a' general idea of how address lookup e m be efficiently handled [IO] . AS a guideline. we identify a set of properties that a scalable and efficient solution must have:
Localization cf ovrrheafl: a local change should affect only the immediate neighborhood, thus limiting the overall overhead incurred due to the change.
. Lighhwight. rlecPnrrali.-Pd protocols: we would like to avoid concentrating responsibility at any individual node. and we want to keep the necessary state to be maintained at each node as small as possible.
-Zero-coii~~i~ration: we want to completely remnve the need for manual configuration beyond what can be done at the time of manufacture.
In this paper. we evaluate dynamic addressing and show that it is a prom,ising first step toward achieving scalability in the order of millions of nodes in ad hoc routing. First. we develop a dynamic addressing scheme.' which has thc , necessary properties mentioned above. Our scheme separates node identity from node address. and uses the address to indicate the node's current location in the network. Second.
we study the performance of a new routing protocol. based on dynamic addressing. through analysis and simulations.
In more detail. our work leads to the following results. Our address allocation scheme uses the address space efficiently on topologies of randomly and uniformly disuihuted nodes. empirically resulting in average routing good network performance. In fact. our results indicate 0-7803-8355-9/04/S20.M) 82004 IEEE.
that we would reliably outperform other routing protocols based on static addresses. in large and actively used networks.
Our wurk in perspective:
We describe a new approach to routing in ad hoc networks. and compare it to the current routing architectures. However. the goal is to show the potential of this approach and not to provide an optimized protocol.
We believe that the address equals iilentih assumption used in current ad hoc routing protocols is most likely inherited from the wireline world. which is much more static and is explicitly managed by specialist system administrators'.
Although much work remains to be done. we believe that the dynamic addressing approach is a viable strategy for scalable routing in ad hoc networks.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 11. we give a high-level overview of all aspects of nur proposed routing protocol. In section 111. we go into more detail on the specitics of our address allocation scheme. Section IV reports snme of our simulation results. and section V gives a brief analysis of the protocol and the relative overhead of reactive and proactive routing protocols. In section VI we discuss optimizations and other issues. section VI1 has the related work. and section VI11 concludes the paper.
OVERVIEW AND DEFINITIONS
In this section. we present our main ideas for dynamic address allocation and define various terms that we use. We also sketch a network architecture. which could utilize the new addressing scheme effectively. In hct. dynamic routing and addressing form the hasis for a novel networking layer.
which we describe in some detail in our earlier work [IO] .
In our approach. we separate the routing address and the identity of a node. The routing address of a node is dynamic and changes with node movement to reflect the node's location in the network topology. The identifier is a globally unique number that stays the same throughout the lifetime of the node.
For ease of presentation. we can assume for now that each node has a single identifier'.
We distinguish three major functions. First. address allocation maintains one routing address per network interhce.
in such a way that the addrcss indicates the node's relative network location. Second, ruuting delivers packets lrom a node to a given routing address. Third. node lookup is a distributed lookup table mapping cvery node identifier to its current network address. We defer all details of the address dlocatinn process to section 111.
Let us first describe how we want things to work from an figure 2 . the network from figure 1 is presented as a set of nodes and the physical connections hetween them. Each solid line is an actual physical connection.
wired or wireless. and the sets of nodes from each subtree of the address tree are enclosed with dotted lines. Note that the set of nodes from any subtree in figure I induces a connected subgraph in the network topology in figure 2 . This is not a coincidence. but a crucial property of our dynamic addressing approach. Intuitively, nodes that are 0-7803-8355-9/W20.00 O Z W IEEE. Routing entria corresponding to figure 2. Nude 100 has entries for close to each other in the address space should be relatively close in the network topology. More formally. we can state the following constraint.
Prefix Subgraph Constraint: The nodes of every subtree (defined by a prefix) in the address space form a connected subgraph in the network topology.
This constraint is fundamental to the scalability-of our approach. Intuitively. this constraint helps us map the virtual hierarchy of the address space onto the network topology.
Based on it. we consuain the allowed allocation of addresses so that nodes-with "similar" addresses are likely to be close in terms of routing distance..
Routing.
In this work. we us& a hierarchical form of proactive distance-vector routing. A distinguishing difference 'tiom previous.such schemes is that it makes use of the prefix subgraph constraint. and the topological meaning that addresses have here.
Let us define two new terms that will facilitate the discussion.
A Level-k suhtree of the address tree is defined by an address prefix of ( l -k ) bits. as shown in figure 1 . For example.
a Level-I1 subtree is a single address or one leaf node in the address tree. A Level-1 subtree has a ( I -1)-hit prefix and can contain up to two leaf nodes. In figure 1. [Oxx] is a Level-? scbtree containing addresses [OOO] through [Oil] . Note that every Level-k subtree consist5 of.exactly two Level-(k -1) subuees.
We define the term Level-k sihling of a given address to be the sibling' of the Level-k subtree to which a given address We use a globally. and a priori. known hash function that takes an identifier as argument and returns an address where the entry can he found. If there exists a node that occupies this address, then that node is responsible for storing the entry. If there is no node with that address. then *e node with the most similar address6 is responsible for the entry. To find this "most similar" node, we make a minor change to the . routing algorithm for lookup packew If no route can be found to a sibling indicated in the address. that bit of the address is ignored, and the packet is routed to the sibling subtree indicated by the.next (less significant) bit. When the last hit has been processed. the packet has reached its destination.
For example. using figure 3 for reference. let's assume ; I node with identifier ID, has a current routing address of [OlOl.
This node will periodically send an updated entry to the lookup table. namely <101:010>. To figure out where to send the entry, the node uses the hash function to calculate an address. like so: hnsh(1Di). If the returned address is [IOO] . the packet will simply be routed to the node with that address. However. if the returned address was instead L1111, the packet could not be routed to the node with address [ I 1 I ] hecause there is no such node. In such a situation. the packet sets automatically routed to the node with the most similar address, which in this case would be [IOI] . ' We expea lo sec on average O(/ogiV) entries pcr node assumin: a 'The metric used here for similmity bstwcco addresses is the integer value balanced xidces tree and uniformly distributed identifiers.
of the XOR result of thd two addresses.
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Imprnved scalahility. We would like to stress that all node lookup operations use unicast only: no broadcasting or flooding is required. This maintains the advantage of proactive and distance vector based protocols over on-demand protocols: the routing overhead is independent of how many connections are active. When compared with other distance vector protocols. our scheme provides improved scalability by drastically reducing the size of the routing tables. as we described earlier. In addition. updates due to a topology change es contained within a lower level subtree and do not affect distant nodes. This is eficient in terms of routing overhead. To further improve the performance of our node lookup operations. we envision using the locality optimization technique described in [IO] . Here. each lookup entry is stored in several locations. at increasing distance from the node in question. By starting with a Small. local lookup and gradually going to further away locations. we can avoid sending lookup requests across long distances to find a node that is nearby.
Other important characteriqtics. Our addressing and routing schemes have several attractive properties. First. they can work with omnidirectional and directional antennas as well as wires. Second. we do not need to assume the existence of central servers or any other infrastructure. nor do we need to assume any geographic location iniormation. such as GPS coordinates. However.
nfrastructure and wires exist. they can. and will. be used to improve the performance. Third. we make no assumptions about mobility patterns. although high mobility will certainly lead to increased overhead. and decreased throughput. Finally. since our approach was designed primarily for scalability. we do not need to limit the size of the network most popular ad hoc routing protocols today implicitly impose network size restrictions.
Dynamic Address Routing in relation to peer-to-peer DHT's. We have received many inquiries as to the relationship between peer-to-peer distributed hashtahles. such as Chord [I 11, and our work. First. let us point out that our node lookup Second, DHT's are an application layer overlay network.
with the consequence that a single physical link could be traversed several times when routing a packet through the overlay. In our work. we work directly with the physical links. the ordrr in whkh n d e r wece added lo the narwork.
Address Ires for a small network topology. The numbzrn 1 . 3 show and every packet traverses any given link at most once.
Third, in a DHT, one expects to see packets delivered in at most O(1ogW) "virtual hops". In network layer routing. the number of hops depends almost entirely on the underlying topology. and thus such bounds cannot possibly be stated.
DYNAMIC ADDRESS ALLOCATION
To assess the feasibility of dynamic addressing, we develop a suite of protocols that implement such an approach. Our work effectively solves the main algorithmic problems, and forms a stable framework for further dynamic addressing research. Although the design has not yet been optimized for maximum throughput. its scalability properties and predictable periormance are very promising (see section IV). In several places. we hrietly mention possible future extensions. which are further discussed in section VI. When a node joins an existing network. it uses the peri- the subtree identifier to be the lowest node identifier among all nodes in the subtree. Note that a node can tind the identifier of a subtree to which it belongs. in a localized and recursive w a y to compute the minimum id of a suhtree it needs only to coinpute the minimum of its own id and the ids of all its sibling subtrees inside that subtree. To see why this is true. one need nnly realize tliat any given subtree .that a node belongs to, consists of the node itself and all its sibling subuees within the subtree of interest.
With node mobility. subtree identifiers may need to be updated. but this is done with the periodic routing updates at little extra cost. When the node with the lowest identifier within any subtree leaves thesubtree. the identifier of that subtree will have to be recomputed. However. this is generally a non-disruptive process. since the route updates from the new lowest identifier node in the suhtree will propagate. and eventually reach all the concerned nodes without forcing any address changes in the proces's.
Handling Constraint Viulatiiins. Here. we describe how our protocol deals with situations where, the prefix subgraph constraint has been violated. In fict. most of the issues that arise in address allocation can be reduced to a prefix subgraph constraint violation. We develop a localized address reallocation mechanism to "repair" such violations eficiently.
The key idea is..the "rule" that the lower node identifier wins. First. the mechanism resolves the problem of two nodes competing for the same address. When a node perceives a lower-id node with the same address. the higher-id node has to obtain a new address. The same is true for subuees: if a node receives a route to its own address subtree. but with a lower identifier. it must acquire a new address. Second. at the routing level. all route advertisements contain the identifier of the destination suhtree. When a node hears two distinct routes to the same prefixlsubtree. it forwards only the route with the lowest identifier. Subsequently. the information with the lower identifier will reach the node .with the higher identifier. and the~latter will have to lind a new address.
Merging Networks Efficiently. Our protocol can handle the merging of two initially separate networks. In a nutshell, the nodes in -the network with the higher identifier join the 0-7803-8355-9/04/s20.00 02004 EEE.
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other network one by one'. The lower-id network absorbs the other network slowly: the nodes at the border will first join the other network. and then their neighbors join them recursively.
Dealing In more detail. every time a route advertisement crosses a border between two Level4 siblings. bit I; in the travel log of the advertisement is tested for routing loops. If it is set to "l", the advertisement is discarded. If the bit is set to "0". it is changed to "1" and bits ( k -1) . . . 0 are set to "0". l h i s ensures that the route cannot he propagated back towards its origin. and effectively prevents the formation of routing loops'. In addition. the lives of data packets are limited by a conventional Time-to-Live field.
Balancing and Optimizing the Address Allocation. In future versions of our protocol. we will include techniques for optimizing the address allocation according to certain criteria. so far> our mechanisms aim only to maintain legitimate addresses. and they typically only, need to respond to link breakage and link formation events. As described above. we currently greedily minimize the expected size of the resulting routing table at each node. However. we may want to reallocate addresses proactively to improve: a) the balancing ol the address tree. and b ) the length of the routed paths. Our current approach does not consider the path stretch'caused by route aggregation and thus may not provide an oplimal choice based 'Idzally. we would liks 10 use the network si= as a joinin. mildrim in order 10 nGninGzr thz numher of n d s s that mcd to chanse rddr<sszs. Nlhounh we ard inrestisatins this option. the cost of deterrmnmp the n e l a n k size may not Ir worth the effon.
*In mobile topologies. where addresses change frequently. this technique cannot completely guard against temporary routins loop. on the resulting path lengths. It is worth mentioning that even without such optimizations. our scheme performs well.
Iv. SIMULATION RESULTS
We conduct our experiments using two simulators. One is the well known ns-2 network simulator. The other is a simulator which we built to handle larger topologies. and to provide a graphical user interface for interactive experimentation. We initially developed our protocol using our own simulator, and later wrote a"wrapper" to embed it in ns-2. Our own simulator runs the same address allocation and routing code that we use in the ns-2 simulator. hut replaces the intricacies of the mac and physical layers with a simple reliable message exchange, thereby improving simulation times.
In ns-2, we used the standard distrihution. version 2.26. We used the standard values for the Lucent WaveLAN physical layer. and the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer code. together with a patch for a retry counter bug recently identified by Dan Berger at UC Riverside'. For all of the ns-2 simulations. we used the Random Waypoint mobility model with 400 nodes and a maximum speed of 10 mis_ a minimum speed of 0.5 m/s. a maximum pause time of 25 seconds and a warm-up period of 3600 seconds". The duration of all the ns-2 simulations was 300 seconds". wherein the first 60 seconds are free of data traffic. allowing the initial address allocation to take place and for the network to thereby organize itself.
We used CBR_ UDP sources. and the frequency of connection cstablishrnent was allowed to vary. by means of changing the connection duration. However. we set the total offered load to 12.000 packets of 512 bytes per simulation run. not restricted to any particular source or destination. This works out to 50 packets per second. The rate of each connection was set to one packet per second.
This work studies only the address allocation and routing aspects of our protocol. not including the node lookup layer, which is replaced by a global lookup table accessible by all nodes in the simulation. Although node lookup will incur extra overhead. we do not expect it to have a major influence on the general trend of the results, as discussed in [IO] .
A. Address Space Utilimion
To evaluate the address space utilization effectiveness of the heuristic address allocation scheme described in section III, we used our custom made. high-performance simulator. We set up a series of experiments in static topologies ranging in size from I? nodes up to 4.000 nodes. and measured the average size of the routing tdhles of all the participating nodes. In these experiments. we used 64-hit addresses and chose parameters such that the average node degree was between 6 and 8. which is commonly used to ensure connectivity. 
Ths routing tahle s i z grows logarithmically with the siu: of the
The routing tahle size indicates the number of empty sihlings. or equivalently. the numher of "free" bits in a node's address, and is thus a good metric to determine the effectiveness of the address allocation scheme. The average routing table size is also a good indicator of the overhead traffic incurred at each node. since empty entries can be communicated using a single hit. and thus incur essentially no extra overhead. Figure  5 shows the results of these experiments. As we can see. the average routing table size in all of our simulation runs falls between log, 11 and ?log2 n.
This clearly demonsuates that our cunent address allocation heuristic results in an efficient use of the address space. which results in compact routing tahles in the participating nodes. Due to time and hardware constraints. we were unable to perform simulations with more than 4.000 nodes. but we expect larger simulations scenarios to show the same general trend.
B. Putli Strerclr (lite IO Aggregation
The use of routing by address prefix is a potential source of routing inefficiency. since we don't keep track of the optimal route for every destination. This effect is called path .stretch.
and is defined as routing path length over shortest path length.
We created a set of static random topologies with sizes ranging from 125 to 1000 nodes. We then sampled the path stretch hetween 1000 randomly selected node pairs. the average path stretch as network size increases. We see a 30-35% increase in the average path length across the hoard. due to the extensive route aggregation necessary to achieve logarithmic routing table sizes. This comes out to 3 4 hops in a 1.000 node network. or 1-2 hops in a 100 node network. TI) put this in perspective. 20% of paths in the Internet see a stretch of more than 50%; due to policy routing [14] .
However the path stretch exhibits an interesting asymmetry; by measuring path stretch i n both eirections. we determined that one direction had a path stretch of 50%. whereas the other direction saw i stretch nf 15%. We expect to be able to use this tn our advantage on hi-directimisl connections. such ilz; TCP. through the use of loose snurcc routing. to bring down the average path stretch. In addition. iiur current work does not optimize the address .allocation with rcspect to path length. Such techniques are part of OUI future wnrk. and outside the scope of this paper.
C. Roetbig Performance Scalabilip
While our proactive protocol has essentially no connection setup cost in terms of packets". the overhead of setting up a connection in AODV and DSR can be high. so we expect the performance of both AODV and DSR.to drop with increased CEF. As figure 7 clearly shows. our protocol begins to perform significantly hetter when CEF>3. This corresponds to every node establishing a connection once every 2 minutes in a 400 node network. once every hour for 11.000 nodes, or once per day for a 260,000 node network. Since there is no connection establishment overhead. CEF has no effect on the perinrmance or overhead (see fig 8) of our protocol. As expected. .higher frequency causes a high total overhead in AODV. but somewhat surprisingly. AODV manages to achieve comparatively good performance for moderately low (I-? per second) frequencies.
The average path stretch of30-35%. led to lower throughput for our protocol when compared to AODV in low connection establishment frequency scenarios. even though AODVs overhead was consistently higher. Path stretch optimizations should helo bring our throughout close to that of AODV in -_ . We initially set out to perform large scale simulations with lower connection establishment frequency scenarios as well.
several thousand nodes in ns-2. However. this quickly turned out to he infeasible due to scalability issues in the simulator itself. and we had to lind alternative ways of getting our results.
We define frequency of connection establishment (CEF)
as the number of connection establishments that occur .in the entire network, per second. We expect CEF to increase with the network size: If every node has a small probability of establishing a connection at any given time. CEF will clearly grow linearly with network size. One could also argue. similar to Metcalfe's Law. that CEF would increase with the number of node pairs in the network; that is. quadratically.
.Therefore. to simulate the performance of our protocol in a larger network. using limited time and resources. we resorted to simulating 400 node networks with a varying CEF. By varying the length of the connection's. we were able to keep the offered load constant while simulating connection establishment frequencies ranging from once every 2 seconds.
to 50 per second. In the graphs. our results are shown under the name DART.
v. O V E R H E A D AND WORST C A S E AKALYSIS
In this section, we analyze the performance of our address allocation scheme analytically and with qualitative arguments. The analysis suggests that dynamic zddressing seems very promising for scalability.
First. we examine two types of topologies that pose a challenge to n u address allocation scheme. We provide a solution to the case of star-like topologies. and argue that string topologies can be expected not to be a problem in realistic scenarios.
Second. we compare the overhead incurred with proactive and reactive ad hoc routing protocols. We develop an analytical framework and find the regime in which proactive protocols .are more efficient than their reactive counterparts in terms of overhead. We argue that operations in this regime are typical in practical. large scale. scenarios. 
A. Topolup and ArltlreJs Allocation
We examine the efficiency of dynamic addressing in terms of the address space we need for assigning legitimate unique addresses to I I nodes.
Lower bound. How many bits of address do we need in order to give every node in a size n, network a unique address? The tight lower hound is obviously log2 11 bits.All Hat addressing schemes can be expected to achieve this lower bound.
Dynamic addressing needs a larger address space given the prefix subgraph consuaint. The constraint precludes nodes that are far apart from having nearby addresses in the address space. Therefore. any arbitrary available addresses is not necessarily legitimate for any new or re-locating node.
How much larger can the address space become'? This depends on the topology of the network. We study some typical and exueme topologies to obtain an intuitive feeling. Uniformly Randcim Topologies. For the case where the network can he described as a uniformly random topology, we refer to the simulation results in section IV. These results, although clearly representing sub-optimal solutions. nevertheless show an average routing [Ill..l] . for u l to u,-1 respectively. according to our address allocation scheme.
With /-hit addresses. the address space could potentially be depleted at the most recently joined node when the network size is I + 1 . With I = 128. the routing table can hold strings of at least ~1 2 9 nodes. and at most 256 nodes. depending on the position o i the [U0 O... 01 node. One might expect that string topologies oC this 1en:th will he extremely uncommon.
In section VI. we describe a patch that can enable nodes to join and communicate without having a unique address. by sharing an address with a neighbor.
B. The Overliead of Proactive and Reactive Routing
Here, we make a comparative analysis of the communication overhead of reactive protocols and proactive protocols. Our dynamic addressing falls in the proactive routing category. which is often criticized as power inen'cient. since they exchange messages even when there is no uaffic. Reactive routing is widely regarded as the technique of choice Cor ad hoc networks. hut these protocols all rely on some form of Hooding to identify paths on demand. We will demonstrate that the use of flooding for route establishment causes scalability problems in large networks with many active connections.
The focus here is the communication overhead. which we define as the number of non-data bytes transferred. This is necessary to account for the size of the control packets. since in some cases this increases with the size of the network. This definition also captures the additional overhead of data packets in source routing.
We start by identifying a key parameter: the arrival rate of connections. or the connection establishment frequency (CEF). The overhead of reactive protocols is tightly coupled with the connection arrival rate. Each new connection requires at least one route search which in the reactive protocols requires a 0-7803-8355-9/04/320.~ 02004 EEE.
flooding of the network'.'. which uses O ( n ) messages in an I I node network. In a proactive protocol. the number of update messages is O(nj per uplate period and it is independent of the number of connections. Let us define one update period to he our unit of time. Intuitively. if one Hooding route lookup is performed per unit of time by any node in the network.
reactive routing begins to exhibit higher message overhead than proactive routing.
Note that the analysis here'is qualitative. We attempt to capture the general trends of the behavior of the two approaches. Although simplifications are inevitable. the analysis ivrepresentative of the nature of the two approaches.
For simplicity, we do not consider mechanisms that do not affect the asymptoiic performance. For example. we expect that route caching. path overhearing and local route repairs can lead to significant. but nevertheless constant factor improvements.
Reactive protocol overhead. Let us define some parameters that define the performance of the reactive protocols. rrc(n)The cost of a single route request. cef(n)The rate of connection establishment.
i-w(n)The rate of repeated route requests. 
PackOue~(nj = O(poth(n)).
How does the average path 'length. p d h ( ? i ) . .grow as a function of the size'? This depends on both the topology ,and the distribution of pairs of nodes at communicate. For asymptotic analysis. it is fair to assume that .the average distance between communichting pairs is a constant fraction of the diameter of the network.
In a two dimensiqnal ad hoc network with.homogenous omnidirectional nodes. we expect that the path length will be p f . / i ( n ) = O ( , h ) if the nodes are uniformly distributed. In this environment. strict source routing is probably not feasible for large networks. For the remainder of this discussion. we will focus on the routing message overhead only. 
Depending on the approach taken. the average routing 
We need to assign values to these quantities in order to identify the regime in which the inequality holds. As explained above. it is reasonable to assume that the message overhead of a reactive route lookup is: vrc(ri) = O ( I I ) .
Accordinglyinequality 3. skipping the 0-notation. and dividing by n. becomes the following:
si;e(is) 5 cef(n) + I (4)
We already know that for hierarchical routing based on dynamic addressing. s i z e ( n ) = O(log, n ) . so we arrive at the following":
When is this condition satisfied' Clearly. it is true for a sufficiently high connection establishment rate. We believe that it is vue in~any realistic network for sufficiently large f ? . To see why. consider a network where all nodes have a small, constant probability of establishing a connection during a unit of time. In this network. the connection establishment rate increases linearly with network size. whereas the size of the proactive routing updates grows logarithmically with network size. According to asymptotic analysis, at some point the cost of esiablishing connections in the reactive protocol will surpass the cost of the periodic routing updates in the proactive protocol. The actual sizes and connection establishment rates necessary to achieve this depend on the protocols involved and '5Hicracchical routing will invariably incur path slrstch. However. our simulation r e~u l t~ indicate that path stretch is constant with cSSFct to network size in o u praocol.
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can he determined through experimentation. We conclude that for sufficiently large networks andor high connection establishment rates. proactive routing using our dynamic addressing approach is likely to scale better than any purely reactive routing protocol. In contrast. we want to assign high identifiers to "volatile" devices such as mohile phones and PDAs. These mnve both quickly and frequently. and are likely to he turned off. By assigning higher identifiers to these types of units. their volatile behavior will not affect the network at large. The assignment of these identifiers can he done during manufacturing, just like the MAC address of network interface cards. Handling Address Space Exhaustion. We will now provide a solution to temporarily extend connectivity even when the address space is locally exhausted. The key idea is that an existing node can act as a gateway for a joining node that cannot obtain a legitimate address. This is i n many ways similar to a Network Address Translation (NAT) firewall. As far as the larger network is concerned. the gateway simply has many identifiers mapped to its address. In the subnet on the inside of the gateway node, a separate address space is used. with plenty of space for new nodes. When a gateway receives a packet from the larger network. it looks up the "inner" address of the specified identifier. and forwards it to this address in the inside network. We omit further details due to space constraints. Security. Our focus is to establish the feasihility of dynamic addressing as a way to achieve scalability in ad hoc routing. Security is a constraint that needs to be addressed in a practice. hut it extends beyond the scope of this paper. Implementation and Dephiyment Issues. We intend to develop and release a prototype implementation of our protocol lor Linux and Mac OS X in the near future. For a realistic implementation of the protocol. it will be crucial to we compare our routing scheme to AODV and USR. and observe that our approach achieves superior throughput under conditions similar to those of large networks. Finally. we describe a number of proposed optimizations to the current protocol, which can further improve the performance of our dynamic addressing approach.
The motivation behind this work was to challenge the status quo in ad hoc routing. We believe that dynamic addressing has the potential to bring ad hoc routing to the point where it can be used in massive ad hoc and mesh network.
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